Students
Look
For Off-Campus Housing

BY ARION JAMESON

In the early hours of Jan. 24, the majority of Howard students were asleep in their beds while two students rested in the room where George Gray did not have tennants.

A Room Selection Verification Process (RSVP) is a first come, first serve process that allows students to sign up for off-campus housing deposits. Once the deposit is paid, students are matched to an assignment according to the number of points that have accumulated through the RSVP process. The process appears to be simple, but some students are not aware of the procedure.

"We had a few injuries, key people," Merritt added. "Anders Andrews pulled a muscle during one of his events. Allen Williams was injured after being knocked down during an event. The spleen of another runner's shoe cut Edgar Simms during one of his races.

The injuries, however, did not stop the team from having especially strong performances in the semifinals, finishing third place finishes by both the men and women's distance medley relay teams."

Frida's injuries affected sophomore's performance, he said. "Yeah, we had a few mishaps going in, but we were pretty good overall," said freshman sprinter media, Amanda Williams.

The Willow Falls First MLC Championship, as he planned the trip for the fall. In the last event of the day, he showed off his own performance in "incredible. I had too much nervous energy," Williams said.

On Friday night, the team was trying to show their promising performance, and the team was staying in their dorms...
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Students gathered in the Annex seminar room to share poems and stories influenced by Black love.

"Meditations"

BY CARTER AIKENS

Students who share the same thing, if not better. We worked with other Howard students, such as Chicago and made important decisions to bring their fellow hometown people's lives," Mitchell said.

According to Floyd J. Mitchell, president of the Michigan Club, "students get the chance to experience a social implementation of college life."

"The Michigan club has several events with other Howard state clubs, such as Chicago People's Union and the Louisiana Club in their efforts to bring their Ellison Center program together to 'The Merger.'"

"The Cigarette game is a direct way of truly affecting the players' lives," Mitchell said. "We often talk about community service, like volunteering at a soup kitchen. This is the same thing, but not better. We help them shape their lives and make important decisions about their futures.

The Michigan Club has also organized events with other Howard state clubs, such as Chicago People's Union and the Louisiana Club in their efforts to bring their Ellison Center program together to a 'The Merger.'"
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Cheap Services Offered in Meridian

BY NANCY STEWART  Contributing Writer

To remedy the problem of a widespread infection from campus, Meridian Hill High resorted to taking matters into their own hands.

While some local malls, shops, and hospitals in search of employment, other Meridian residents have gone to work for themselves.

From delicious services to hair care, Meridian residents are providing on-campus services toward the overall goal of reaching the next level. Not only do they provide a wide range of services, but they also are doing so at moderate prices.

"Once I get in, I stay," said Esmer Waller, a sophomore business marketing major, Meridian resident and supporter of student businesses.

Ketrie Masey, sophomore broadcast journalism major, Meridian resident and supporter of student businesses, agrees that student businesses, especially at Meridian, have something to offer.

Students are ready to buy items, said Essence Walker, a sophomore in action.

"I was shocked and amazed," said Addam Perkins, president of campus general elections. "At one time, this was just a dream, but now it's a reality."

"I like them," Horton said.

"Whatever you're selling if it's very professional," is the motto of Shari Bihms, one of the most noted hair stylists in the hall. She hairstyles are reasonably priced and business is booming.

"Whatever you're selling is very professional," is the motto of Shari Bihms, one of the most noted hair stylists in the hall.

Hair care, Meridian residents are providing an array of services, including professional hairstyling.

Hair care is Meridian's newest business, Meridian residents are providing a wide range of services.

Senior Nile Ivey operates a cell and Nextel ringer store completely out of her Meridian Hill HI

"I am so encouraged," said Debby Thomas, Ph.D., a professor who works in the Department of Communication and Culture.

The university's involvement was pleasing according to some students and faculty, however, some believe full administrative support was not present.

"I was shocked and amazed because I didn't feel like I was Qualified," said Debby Thomas, Ph.D., a professor who works in the Department of Communication and Culture.
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Towers Occupancy Agreement Sends Students Packing

BY TIFFANY F. WILLIAMS

Students who have graduated in December are being forced to move out of the Towers due to their occupancy agreements.

It is university policy that towers be longer granted to resident in any type of housing arrangement, whether it is in one of the dormitories or the Towers, housing when he or she graduates. According to Frewell, in order to reside in the Towers a student must be enrolled in courses as a full-time student, still be affiliated with the college and pay the necessary fees.

"If you know your agreement is coming to an end with the Towers, let the students' responsibility to notify the office in advance if you need to move out," said Larry Frewell, property manager of the Towers.

Students who have graduated in December are being forced to move out of the Towers due to their occupancy agreements.

"I never received a reminder letter from the Towers saying that I had to move out," Cotes said. "So, I assumed they were going to let me stay for the rest of the semester until May."

Other students who live in the Howard Plaza Towers have expressed that most of the terms and policies in their occupancy agreements are clear and understandable when it comes to eviction dates, termination and payment procedures.

"I knew that I would have to move out when I finished my course work... I had no idea when to start the spring or winter," said junior broadcast journalism major Sony Pinkney.

Students who have been occupying the Towers in the fall for the spring are usually notified by letter a couple weeks before the semester ends.
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Students ‘Bridge the Gap’ Between Africans, Blacks

BY CHRISTOPHER W. WALL

Olivia W. Hill, Sr., Esq. (1907-present)

Oliver W. Hill, Sr. is best known for his role in the landmark Supreme Court case New York v. Nix. Born in 1907, he was educated at Howard University, where he earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 1929. He later attended the University of Chicago Law School and earned his law degree in 1930. Hill was admitted to the New York bar in 1931 and began his legal career in the private practice of law. He later served as a staff attorney for the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund and became the first African American to be appointed to the New York Court of Appeals in 1963. Hill was a prominent figure in the civil rights movement and was known for his passionate advocacy for racial equality. He passed away on June 11, 1999.

Howard “Sandman” Sims (1907-1999)

Howard “Sandman” Sims was born in 1907 in New York City. He began his career as a vaudeville performer before becoming a prominent figure in the Harlem Renaissance. Sims was known for his tap dancing skills and his role in the 1930s film “Hallelujah!” He died in 1999.

Real Men’ Forum Says True Worship Not Related to Gender

BY KRYSTLE WHITE AND CHRISTINA WRIGHT

Men were instructed on how to balance their masculinity and God at the Real Men Worship Conference in February. The event was sponsored by the University School of Business and the Office of Student Life.

“The true meaning of worship is not related to gender,” said one of the attendees.

A collaboration of Christian organizations on campus set out on a conference to show men it was okay to worship God.
The Hilltop Policy Board is currently seeking applicants for the 2005-2006:

Editor-in-Chief
Business Manager

Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities, Blackburn Center Suite 117 or on our website www.howard.edu/currentstudents/studentlifeactivities/

Applications are due on February 28, 2005 by 5:00 pm.

‘Emotions’ Raises Money for Spring Michigan Club Event

EMOTIONS, from Campus A1

a Ride”. With a North Carolina accent and creative wordplay, Brown effectively absorbed the attention of the audience.

Some poems were about relations. Kellie Black, sophomore social work major, assured the ladies at the program that he was more than ‘qualified’ for their attention in “Job Inquiry and Interview.”

Others encouraged the audience to respect themselves. Fresenius biology and Spanish major, Alanna Ford, told girls to rein in great in her poem “Letter to the girl in the R. Kelly video and all other hot — girls in the world.”

Covering a slew of emotions — love, hate, admiration, despair, concern, abolition, struggle, etc. — the program was thought positive for numerous reasons, the main one being that a stereotype was challenged.

Emotions, which featured spoken word and poetry, was a way for the Michigan Club to raise money.

Greyhound And Peter Pan
Help You And A Friend Unleash
This Spring Break.

Greyhound And Peter Pan
Help You And A Friend Unleash
This Spring Break.

Visit Greyhoundpromos.com for 50% off Companion Fares and free ways to unleash this Spring Break.

The Hilltop wants to read what you have to say. Submit a 600 word perspective to www.thehilltoponline.com.
D.C. Mayor Implements Plan to Reduce Homelessness

BY SHANNON RUSSELL
Contributing Writer

Mayor Anthony Williams recently announced his plan to end homelessness by the end of this month. "Homeless No More," a program devised to take the homeless out of 12 downtown city streets and place them in assistance shelters.

Anthony acknowledged in a press conference that homelessness will still exist but he wants to do what he can to help. "We're not going to believe it until it's done," he said. "The city plans to start building the new assistance shelters by the end of this month. The mayor plans to start renovating the historic Gales School on 16th Street and turn it into an assistance center for the homeless. He also plans to replace emergency shelters with home­less assistance centers which would provide homeless families with a place to stay and support by neighborhood-based programs. Donald Melson, executive director at Gospel Rescue Ministries, is happy that Mayor Williams has recognized the problem of homelessness and is promoting change.

"I don't know if the plan to end homelessness is going to be successful, but I do respect Mayor Williams in trying to help," he said. "It will support the cause because the thing about homelessness is that not all homeless people are drug addicts/men who have lost their jobs, and as a result have lost their homes, leaving them homeless," Melson said.

Dwayne Chandler of the District of Columbia's Homeless Shelter has a different view than Melson. He has heard a lot about helping homeless shelters since 1992 but has not seen much being done about it. "Anything that helps the homeless, you want. But I am not going to believe it until I see it," he will support if it happens," he said. 

Some are very excited about Mayor Williams plan. "It is encouraging that the movement is growing and really people and agencies are making a strategic plan to end homelessness in the District of Columbia," said Schroder Casper, mayor's aide. "The plan are good and support the establishments that are backing the plan."

LaQuita Robinson, a resident and first year graduate student at Howard University believes that the mayor has hit the lot to believe. "I believe that there is a lot more to it than just helping the homeless, it is also about poverty as well. Mayor needs to find a long term goal and if the mayor utilizes the right resources then I believe he can be better there, in stopping homelessness."

Alternatively, DeKita Williams, president of the National Leagues to End Homelessness, believes that the plan is "stupid because D.C. is an expensive place to live and once you help the homeless then you still have to get a lot of work to do."

Treasures Along Metro's Blue Line

BY MIKE HOLMES
Hitraf Staff Writer

Metro opens doors and it also helps you ease state lines. Metro's Blue Line takes you directly to Maryland, D.C. to Virginia and back. The long route to Washington, D.C. stops at Largo Town Center in Prince-Georges County, Maryland, to Fort McNair in Virginia. You can go outside to Prince-Georges County, Maryland, and back to Largo Town Center.

I probably would drive to a game but it's nice to know I can take a train there," said 82-year-old woman who is going to Prince-Georges Community College to attend class. The train is the train-child and is going to Maryland, Maryland and back.

Largo Town Center takes you directly to Prince-Georges Community College and a Metrorail depot. The depot is the train-child and is going to a school for the disabled.

Capital Heights is the last stop before entering the District. This entire area is currently being turned into a white elephant, which is now being built for the foreseeable future.

One of the next stops, Stadium-Adams, is exactly that. XFX Stadium and the D.C. stadium is located here. RFK is the current home of the D.C. United. In April, it will become the temporary home of D.C.'s baseball team, the Washington Nationals.

The stadium has been the home of the Ringling Bros. Circus but is primarily used for expo, car shows and job fairs.

Shoppers can stop at the Blue Line's station market to see some outdoors and in the area.

"I am thrilled to again be involved with many, great local groups. They've worked for years to care for these rivers and help people understand we all play a role in preserving our environment," said Frances Predock, founder of Lands & Waters. "People are shocked to find questionable commercial fishermen and the items that can't be recycled but the items that can't be recycled are taken there a dump.

Washingtonian's John Izzo and Jenna More are doing a series of clean-up group, and many dedicated local organizations, led by the Alice Ferguson Foundation and the Anacostia Watershed Society.

River Relief "Team Up to Clean Up" is a private funded, all-volunteer coalition putting the large boat-based capabilities of Living Lands and Walters, a Midwest River boat (run-by-group, and many dedicated local organizations, led by the Alice Ferguson Foundation and the Anacostia Watershed Society.

Capital River Relief is an expansion of its own conservation efforts. It illustrates the commitment of coordinators members to environmental protection. It started on May 1, 2005, the Washington D.C. area.

People can go exercise and get fit at Landover sports and Learning Complex.

Phony Physician on Loose

Nearly 30 women have denounced安东尼. Williams, sheriff of D.C. as a looser after being injected with non-anesthetic substances. The women received the injection of unidentified male by Anthony Williams at his home. The men were injected with a drug that is usually administered to women during childbirth. The injection was supposed to rid the women of cellulite and wrinkles. The women have charged.

Phony Physician on Loose

Officer Acquitted of Second-Degree

Cpt. Brian Adams, a P.G. Cops chief, was acquitted of second-degree assault in the death of a suspect with his nightstick. Adams, charged with first degree assault, cried in the courtroom and then beating a hand-confined suspect with his nightstick back in October 2004. Adams claimed he believed the man was going to jump him.

New Hospital May Be In Works

Mayor Williams and Howard University President Dr. H. Patrick Swygert are currently talking about a possible plan to construct a new hospital for Howard University in Southeast D.C. Howard University has added two new hospitals in Southeast D.C. Howard University has added two new hospitals in Southeast D.C.

The new-closed D.C. General Hospital.

River Reliefs Clean Potomac, Anastasia

BY JEFFREY CARTER
Contributing Writer

The Capital River Relief project, which in 2004, removed more than 20 tons of garbage from the Potomac and Anastasia Rivers, will return to the District's waterways for another sponsored river clean-up.

Capital River Relief's "Team Up to Clean Up" is a private funded, all-volunteer coalition putting the large boat-based capabilities of Living Lands and Walters, a Midwest River boat (run-by-group, and many dedicated local organizations, led by the Alice Ferguson Foundation and the Anacostia Watershed Society.

"I am thrilled to again be involved with many, great local groups. They've worked for years to care for these rivers and help people understand we all play a role in preserving our environment," said Frances Predock, founder of Lands & Waters. "People are shocked to find questionable commercial fishermen and the items that can't be recycled but the items that can't be recycled are taken there a dump.

Washingtonian's John Izzo and Jenna More are doing a series of clean-up group, and many dedicated local organizations, led by the Alice Ferguson Foundation and the Anacostia Watershed Society.

Capital River Relief is an expansion of its own conservation efforts. It illustrates the commitment of coordinators members to environmental protection. It started on May 1, 2005, the Washington D.C. area.

People can go exercise and get fit at Landover sports and Learning Complex.

The now-closed D.C. General Hospital.
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Cpt. Brian Adams, a P.G. Cops chief, was acquitted of second-degree assault in the death of a suspect with his nightstick. Adams, charged with first degree assault, cried in the courtroom and then beating a hand-confined suspect with his nightstick back in October 2004. Adams claimed he believed the man was going to jump him.

New Hospital May Be In Works

Mayor Williams and Howard University President Dr. H. Patrick Swygert are currently talking about a possible plan to construct a new hospital for Howard University in Southeast D.C. Howard University has added two new hospitals in Southeast D.C. Howard University has added two new hospitals in Southeast D.C.
Metro, from Metro A6

A new kind of shopping, shows, and entertainment center. The National Aquarium, which will hold premier shows and performances of its own, is due to open in the fall. The Aquarium is two blocks from the Metropolitan Area, one of the most heavily used areas in Washington.

The new center will be a major attraction for tourists and locals alike. With its impressive array of exhibits, it promises to be a must-see destination for anyone visiting Washington. So mark your calendars now and plan your trip to see this fantastic new attraction! Metro, from Metro A6

Housing Line Options

HOUSING, from Campus A1

Many are using the beautiful sights around the Potomac River as a backdrop for their daily lives.

The Potomac River has become a popular spot for locals and visitors alike. With its stunning scenery and accessibility, it is no wonder that so many people choose to live in the surrounding areas. If you are interested in finding off-campus housing, here are a few options to consider:

1. Renting a Room: One option is to find a room to rent in a shared apartment or house. This can be a great way to save money while still enjoying the convenience of living off-campus.

2. Short-Term Rentals: Another option is to look into short-term rentals, such as Airbnb or Vrbo. This can be a good choice if you are planning to stay in one place for a limited time.

3. University Housing: Many universities offer housing options for students, often at a lower cost than renting off-campus. Be sure to check with your university to see what options are available.

4. Roommates: Finding a roommate can be a great way to save money and have someone to share the living experience with. Be sure to screen potential roommates carefully to ensure a smooth living experience.

No matter what option you choose, be sure to research thoroughly before signing any contracts or agreements. Good luck in your housing search!

Looking for a career that defies the law of gravity?

Then talk to someone who knows science.

ScienceCareers.org

Now, a man learned how to worship and still be a man during the Men Worship conference.

Christian Groups Encourage

Worship Among Men, Women

Men, from Campus A4

The annual Men's Worship conference began on March 21, attended by over 300 men from Metro's community. The conference was held at the Potomac River, with a beautiful view of the Potomac River. Many men attended the conference to learn more about worship and how it can be integrated into daily life. The conference also provided an opportunity for men to connect with one another and build relationships.

Women, from Campus A4

The Women's Worship conference was held on the same day as the Men's Worship conference. Over 200 women attended the event, which was held at the Potomac River, with a beautiful view of the Potomac River. Many women attended the conference to learn more about worship and how it can be integrated into daily life. The conference also provided an opportunity for women to connect with one another and build relationships.

Potomac, Anacostia Rivers Scheduled for Face-Lift

RIVER, from Metro A6

Anacostia River: Scheduled for Face-Lift

The Anacostia River is set to undergo a major transformation in the near future. The river is one of the most polluted bodies of water in the United States, and efforts are being made to clean it up and make it more enjoyable for people to use.

The first step in the process will be to remove the debris and trash that currently line the river. This will be done through a combination of manual labor and machinery. Once the river has been cleared of debris, work will begin on the actual river bed to make it more navigable.

A number of other improvements are also planned, including the addition of new parks and recreational areas along the river. These improvements will make the river a more attractive place for people to visit and enjoy.

The project is expected to take several years to complete, but the end result will be a cleaner and more enjoyable river for everyone to enjoy.

Worship Among Men, Women and Children Scheduled for Face-Lift

Worship Among Men, Women and Children: Scheduled for Face-Lift

The Worship Among Men, Women and Children conference is a unique event that brings together men, women, and children for a shared worship experience.

The conference is scheduled to take place on May 31 and June 1, running from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Each day will feature worship services, workshops, and sessions designed for people of all ages.

The event is open to anyone interested in exploring worship together, regardless of age or gender. The goal is to create a space where all feel welcome and valued.

The Worship Among Men, Women and Children conference is an opportunity to engage in meaningful worship together and reflect on how this practice can bring us closer to God and one another.
How Do You Read It?

Monday.
Tuesday.
Wednesday.
Thursday.
Friday.
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Salt Pepper's Here (Again)

BY KEITH LANG


With Hitch, I'm not just about them — besides the great act-
ing — there's the quippy flirty and Black and white contrast, they're not really Black and White actors. In fact, save a few "I want you, I need you," type lines, they don't really sound like one.

But are these films a part of a new movement in Hollywood, or just a passing fad? Hollywood university professor, A. Tarrico Berry said that he believes that it is just a common sense thing about actors and the audience that he's seen.

In order to reach a crossover audi-
cine, a winning audience, you have to be a certain way, you have to make a certain type of movie. If you're good, it's easy, but if you're not, it's not really that hard to make a good movie. Will Smith is a good actor, he's got a lot of people that like him, I want to do different stories and characters that are not really about any particular group, and the big

The same goes for "Collateral." It's a solid but not overly diverse star vehicle.

"I think about it that way," said Brian Simmons, a young, urban, Black movie critic. "People want to see something different, something that's not been put into their heads.

Once upon a time, black and white movies were the standard for the film industry before color was invented to dazzle viewer's eyes. Now, black and white films have come back, but this time, it's in front of the camera and not inside of it.

That's because Hollywood's latest format for success is the resurrection of Black and White acting done. Whether it's re-edited or shot anew, actors like Jamie Foxx in "Hitch," and Cruise and Jamie Foxx in "Collateral," American moviegoers are being asked to become or restore their curiosity to the By

In Hitch, the actors are presented in a way that's like my theory about movies. A few years ago, Black readers learned that regardless of a song's origin, it is the Black performer who moves it. Similarly, the movie is not really a hard movie to place. If a movie is good, it's a good movie, I don't care if the actors are Black and White. I'm not Black and White co-stars, they're not Black and White movies, but that's not really what they are, either.

I can think of a few Black actors who could greatly benefit from the Black and White movies, but that's not what they are. I can think of a few Black actors who could greatly benefit from the Black and White movies, but that's not what they are.

We don't really believe in a Black and white movie, we don't really believe in a Black and White movie, we don't really believe in a Black and White movie.

The movie to illustrate the social divisions within all Black colleges: the socializers and the socially conscious and the dark and light-skinned Blacks.

"School Daze" focuses on three groups attending Mission College. There are "The Fellas" and their women, known as the Jigboos because they refuse to relax their hair. Then there's the socializers, a woman who are just mere sex objects, and trophy wives and trophies in the Gangstas."

Impeccably, every Black actor who was, seemingly, popular in the last 10 or 20 years has some sort of role in "School Daze," Lawrence Fishburne gives an excellent performance as a politically conscious, well-dressed man who can change a system that cannot be changed, and personally changes it. Lee, as usual, manages to put himself in his movies, this time as a pilot and testimonial p

View it with an open and inquisitive mind and it will be thoroughly enjoyable. It is definitely a must-see for anyone who has ever experienced or is looking forward to experiencing life at an HBCU.

Grade: A

Deja Vu at a Movie Theater Near You

BY WHITNEY NEAL
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Black History/Entertainment Review

BY JABYR SAMIR

Classic Spike Lee Flick Takes Viewers to School
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Black History/Entertainment Review

BY JABYR SAMIR

Classic Spike Lee Flick Takes Viewers to School

F a n s when films depicting college life, such as John Belushi's "Animal House" ruled the box office and video rental market, director Spike Lee (bottom center) directed "School Daze." The film was a box-office hit and was the fastest growing movie in box office sales in its debut week-end, while Queen Latifah and Jimmy Fallon in "Hitch" winning Will Smith's "Collateral." Senior film student Ojyo Okoue explains that the success of the film is a sign of a change in the way that moviegoers view African-American moviegoers. "It's not just another cycle that the movie industry is riding.

"I don't see it as much as a trend, but something that's coming back again," Samim Simmons, a sophomore public relations major, said.

"I saw 'Collateral' because I love Tom Cruise and Jamie Foxx," she said. "The fact that one was Black and one was White didn't occur to me."

"Black and White team playing in movies becomes the next big thing in Hollywood and it's a side for the next generation to go. But regardless of their future, these films have made a lasting impression on America, helping to pave the way for the possibility and box-office potential of Black actors and actresses.

The Hilltop
Lent Inspires Sacrifice, Reflection Among Students

By Amy Williams

Many students sacrifice sleep for Lent.

Many students sacrifice sleep for Lent. Others give up fats for the Lenten season. While some believe this is a way to purify their minds, others believe it is a way to make sacrifices and reflect on their lives. Many students believe that Lent is a way to improve their lives and prepare for the major Christian holidays.

Revolution: D.C. Comics Project a Disappointment

By Rayna Lucier


Review: D.C. Comics Project a Disappointment

By Rayna Lucier

A much darker story than previous D.C. stories, the new comic book "The Injustice League" explores the idea of a world where superheroes have turned on each other.

Junk Food Needs to Clean Up Its Act

By Charlae Washington

Food items such as potato chips, sugary cereals, microwave popcorn and even Doritos to doughnuts, about 88 percent of Americans indulge in fattening foods daily, according to the Snack Food Association, from McDonald's to Gatorade to Auntie Anne's hand-dipped pretzels.

Cell Phone Mergers Change Customers' Service

By Bianca Holman

Students at AT&T or Cingular wireless service may have noticed a change, and those with Sprint and Nextel may soon see a merger that will change their service. The pending merger of cell phone providers Sprint and Nextel has left customers confused about how their service will change in the coming weeks.

What Students Sacrifice for Lent

Baking, Lent... Ketogenic Diet

McDonald's to Gatorade to Auntie Anne's hand-dipped pretzels.
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Cell Phone Mergers Leave Many Searching for Answers

MERGERS, from L&S 82

Billion, which will allow the company to concentrate on improving distribution, devices, network supports and marketing strategies.

"The new company will have a strong foundation to begin rolling out new services and data applications that enrich the consumer experience," Sigman continued.

Still, some Cingular consumers, like freshman nursing major Priscille Thebaud, have mixed reviews about the merger.

"Customer service has been poor since the merger because the companies are not in full conjunction with each other," said Thebaud, a devoted customer of Cingular. "It is kind of a hassle when I call with questions and have to be transferred to different departments.

"My service has been poor since the merger, I get to talk to more people which is something that I love," Thebaud said.

Customers will now benefit from the use of mobile-to-mobile minutes on calls with customers on the newly merged servers. But some students may be more concerned with the quality, rather than the cost, of their service.

"Since the merger, Cingular and AT&T are still updating their technologies and support systems, so my service is still not perfect in some areas," said Raasikh Muhamad, a freshman management major.

The companies involved firmly believe that the mergers were made not only to benefit the companies involved but also to yield positive results for the vast amount of loyal customers.

As time goes on and technology advances, consumers can't help but wonder who will merge next?

New Forms of Snack Foods Boast Health Benefits

FOOD, from L&S 82

Several snack manufacturers are boasting of having "healthier" or "fortified" products, featuring lower amounts of calories and trans fat and adding vitamins and nutrients such as potassium, calcium, iron or fiber.

Perhaps this new breed of junk food will be the Trojan horse of marketers everywhere.
Lady Bison Crush S.C. State

BY HEATHER FAISON
Senior guard Simone Agee led all 14 points in Howard's win over South Carolina State this past Saturday.

Bison Lose 12th Game in a Row

BY JONATHAN DAVIS
The Bison felt that their game versus South Carolina State on Saturday was one in which they could out run a game to a victory. For most of the game they competed, but when it came down to it, the Bison suffered from the three free throw line.

Lady Bison Crush S.C. State

BY HEATHER FAISON
Saturday at Burr Gymnasium.

Lady Bison Crush S.C. State

BY HEATHER FAISON
Senior guard Simone Agee led 14 points in Saturday's win over South Carolina State.

Bison Used a Gant lay up that ignited a 12-0 run opening the second half. As the Bison closed the half at 31-21, the Lady Bison used a Gant lay up that ignited a 12-0 run opening the second half. As the Bison closed the half at 31-21, the Lady Bison used a Gant lay up that ignited a 12-0 run opening the second half.

Bison Used a Gant lay up that ignited a 12-0 run opening the second half. As the Bison closed the half at 31-21, the Lady Bison used a Gant lay up that ignited a 12-0 run opening the second half.


towards an undefeated regular season.

Last week, Illinois won key road games, and 14 consecutive road victories. With their last three opponents having a combined record of 5-21, the Illini were able to close the gap to one game back in the regular season, not losing in the NCAA Tournament for two years. This game was over as quickly as it began as the Lady Bison took charge early and never gave up their lead.

They had our chances at the free throw line and free throws is just a matter of concentration and being able to make those shots. I think I had some really nice shots. I think I had some really nice shots.

The bulldogs used a 21-9 run opening the second half, which gave them a 43-33 lead at the start of the second half. We were down, everybody knew we had to step up and do it. We had a huge lead at halftime, and I think that really hurt.

The Bulldog win 12-39 opening the second half, which gave them a 43-33 lead at the start of the second half. We were down, everybody knew we had to step up and do it.
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A hockey season on the brink is now a season gone bust. The NHL canceled what was left of its decimated schedule last Wednesday, a day after a last-gasp negotiations failed to reach a deal and the league declared itself bankrupt. The result was a season lost to a labor dispute that has already cost the NHL an entire season to a labor dispute. The resulting damage could be immeasurable to hockey and the Stars issued a statement, the NHL announced it's canceling the rest of the season.

The NHL season is just one of the major professional sports leagues to face financial difficulties recently. The NBA and NFL have both been struggling to remain competitive, and the NHL's financial problems have been exacerbated by the ongoing labor dispute. The cancellation of the season has left many fans and players disappointed, as they had been looking forward to a exciting hockey season. It's a stark reminder of the challenges facing professional sports leagues as they try to remain viable in a rapidly changing world.

As sports organizations continue to navigate these challenges, it's important that they remain focused on providing an enjoyable experience for both players and fans. It's a lesson that has been learned by many leagues, including the NHL, as they work to find new and innovative ways to stay competitive and relevant in today's sports landscape. The cancellation of the season is a setback, but it's also an opportunity for the NHL to reassess its priorities and make the necessary changes to ensure its long-term success.

The cancellation of the season has also raised questions about the future of professional sports. With the uncertainty of when or if the NHL will return, it's important that leagues and organizations continue to find ways to engage fans and remain relevant in a rapidly changing world. It's a challenge that will require creativity and determination, but it's one that the NHL and other leagues are well-equipped to take on.
Hillary Clinton vs. Condoleezza Rice for President?

The political mind frame of America is slowly changing as we move into more open discussions about the characteristics of a president. After two consecutive re-election victories and the loss of John Edwards, many voters are looking for new faces. People are building last minute signs and trying to figure out who can lead this country the best, and how.

The African-American community embraced the Clinton family, similar to the other generation’s love for the Kennedys because of the women they represented and their positions. People cheered for a Black president, as he promised on his campaign and made frequent visits to our communities. Senator Hillary Clinton has made poll numbers along with the title of “first Black woman” and is slowly changing to a White woman, she would still be representing many issues of importance to the Black community.

Our View:
If both Clinton and Rice were on the ballots, who would you choose?

A majority of African-Americans tend to vote Democratic and have historically given full support to the party. Clinton is seen as the leader, which would still be representing many issues of importance to the Black community.

However, if Rice were on the ticket she would still be a woman of color.

If Dick Cheney were not running for president and people such as Giuliani, Bennett and McCain might be vying for the top position, the choice would most certainly be Rice.

Black History Month Should Build Leaders for Us to Follow

The Honors (Howard University students) in Black History Month is the most relevant way for people of color to make their mark on the world.

Most of us went through high school learning about the traditional founding of America. Christopher Columbus and European explorations. The less said, the better. We got a chance to learn about our history, we were resisting the straw and other depressing aspects of our entire history.

The same African-American community retained through February, Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X and Martin Luther King Jr. are being remembered. Every day on this campus is a lesson in Black history.

Every building we work in is a reminder of someone great and every class applies our history in a helpful way. Even though it is Black History Month, the celebrations seem pesty days on campus.

We are all aware of the Black history, but what we don’t often discuss is the painful reality of what we have not learned. After this month has passed, let’s strive for something more at the beginning of the month, Why aren’t we doing more?

At the Hilltop, we can’t point too many fingers because we could have also done more stories on notable people. Thoroughly, we regularly pay attention to our history on this campus, so maybe we are all somewhat involved. Either way, we want to last few days of this month to be a constant celebration and reflection of our progress.

Another frustrating aspect of Black History Month is the emphasis on the past. Many programs and events highlight the history of the past and not the present.

Many people in the older generation wonder where our leaders are and the future of our community is heading.

We also see the accomplishments of those that have walked before us. It is important to us. The same thing. Our history is a part of us to stay proud.

Black History Month should build leaders for us to follow when we are in the classroom, when we are all involved in enforcing laws to our children. We wonder if they will have a job and be able to buy a home in a safe environment. We think it is everyone’s responsibility. Many women want to vote. It is time to remember good times in elementary, middle and high school. Our perspective set a foundation that built our current great and we appreciate school and end up here in college.

After school activity, sports, band programs and incentive need to be in place and we want kids to want to be in school instead of the mall during the day. Most of us have played hockey, in our day, but we got it in the winter, too.

Principals and teachers need to work closely together in order to make sure we keep our future leaders in the classroom.

When we are on the way to class, grabbing a bite at the cafe or walking in our cars, we pass Hilltop. We see a large group of students laughing and finding room in the middle of the day.

Every day is not a holiday, but we know someone, whether it is a student or children is skipping school. They seem to be lost, misguided and unhappy, hanging out during all times of the day. Sometimes, we want to grab them by the lapel like someone’s mama and ask them why they aren’t in school?

If Dick Cheney were on the ticket he is okay for youngsters to be hanging out every day all day. According to the Washington Times, the Department of Education last year was 25,49,19 percent, with secondary schools posting the highest numbers.

No matter what the rates are in the high 60s and 70s. Those Peaceful for guns and car enforcement to avoid crime and violence.

After the Ballot High School choosing, to one could represent the education systems. But if a president backs a policy of gun-toting and unhappy in their environment, they try to escape the cell. On of course is parallel but rather dramatic, but it is a reason that something isn’t going right. D.C. is up there with the ratings.

Many efforts are under way to encourage education and make sure the parents are involved in enforcing going to school. We worry if the kids will get hired into trouble if they aren’t interested in learning in a safe environment. We think it is everyone’s responsibility. Many want to vote. To remember good times in elementary, middle and high school. Our perspective set a foundation that built our current great and we appreciate school and end up here in college.

After school activity, sports, band programs and incentive need to be in place and we want kids to want to be in school instead of the mall during the day. Most of us have played hockey, in our day, but we got it in the winter, too.

Principals and teachers need to work closely together in order to make sure we keep our future leaders in the classroom.

Our View:
The high tranquility rates reflect the need for collective efforts to make education appealing.
People, get off the couch and into the streets. For the revolution will not be televised.

For too long, we have allowed the television to dictate our actions and our thoughts. We have allowed the news to define our reality and our perception of the world. We have allowed the television to be our primary source of information and entertainment. We have allowed the television to be our guide and our leader. We have allowed the television to take over our lives.

But we can change this. We can change the way we think and the way we act. We can change the way we live and the way we see the world. We can change the revolution.

The revolution will not be televised. We must take control of our own lives and our own destiny. We must take control of our own future.

For there are those who would tell us that we are not ready for the revolution. They tell us that we are not ready to fight. They tell us that we are not ready to change. But we are ready. We are ready to fight. We are ready to change.

The revolution will not be televised. But it will be heard. It will be felt. It will be seen.

For the revolution is in our hearts and in our minds. It is in our bones and in our blood. It is in our lives and in our futures.

The revolution will not be televised. But it will be the start of something new. It will be the beginning of a new era. It will be the end of the old order.

The revolution will not be televised. But it will be the end of the old order. It will be the beginning of a new world.

Thank you for being part of the revolution.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE "A" TEAM
HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING STEPSHOWN 2005
HAMPTON UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING STEPSHOW 2005
MASSACHUSETTS STEPSHOW 2005
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA STEPSHOW 2005
BEING UNDEFEATED STANDS FOR WHO'S NEXT!!!!!!!

CUT THE CHECK INC...
I LOVE WBC
MEDITN DAKA
STEP SOUL


“Choosing to Live a Healthy Lifestyle”
Wednesday, February 23, 2005
College of Medicine, Room 8008
Sponsored by NCWW & Women in Medicine
ShowTime in Blackburn Talent Show Auditions
Wednesday 7:30-8:30 Feb 23rd
Human Ecology Bldg!
And proceeds to Ajarcan
Tsunami Relief more info
hucommunityoffice@ yahoo.com

Tuition Scholarship!
If you will be a junior or
senior during the school year
2005-2006, have at least a
3.0 cumulative GPA and have
demonstrated community
involvement, then you are
eligible for the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Nellie M. Quander
Memorial Scholarship.
Applications are available
at the Founders Library,
Office of Financial Aid, and
the information desk in the
Blackburn Center.
The application deadline is
February 25, 2005.